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“What did you say?” 

Ji Feng’s face was stunned to the extreme when he heard the voice coming from the phone, “Number 

one …… was caught? Is it …… Wu Zhengxiang?” 

The phone call was from Xiang Yongzhan, yet the news he said made Ji Feng almost unable to believe his 

ears. 

The Dynasty’s chief in China, Number One, had been captured, and, it was Wu Zhengxiang! 

“Half right, it was executed by the Dragon’s Teeth Battle Team!” 

Xiang Yongzhan laughed loudly and said, “You’ll never guess who captured Number One!” 

Ji Feng immediately asked, “Who?” 

“Wu Zhiyong!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said loudly over the phone, “Now it needs to be interrogated, I proposed to the chief 

that you be involved, how about it, do you want to come over?” 

Ji Feng said, “I’m coming over!” 

A few hours later. 

Ji Feng arrived at Nanshan City, entered the camp of the local garrison and met Xiang Yongzhan. 

“After Wu Zhiyong was captured from Island No. 1, he was imprisoned in a bomb shelter in the suburbs, 

this guy is also quite ruthless, he actually implanted a high performance chip in his body long ago, with 

full functions of positioning and eavesdropping, after he lured Wu Zhengxiang to show himself, 

everything will be revealed!” 

“To be clear, I don’t quite understand, he implanted a chip into his own body, is there a receiver?” Ji 

Feng asked. 

“In a nutshell!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “The receiving party, is the Dragon Tooth Battle Team ……” 

From Xiang Yongzhan’s narration, Ji Feng finally figured out the whole story. 

Only then did he know that, as it turned out, the Wu family actually had a unit in the shadows that was 

supporting them, and even though it was only a small unit, it was a strong battle force, and it was the 

last force of the Wu family in the military. 

After Wu Zhiyong began to flee, he did not do so as if he were a dog in distress, but instead he fled with 

a plan. 

He had a chip implanted in his body, and the recipient, the First Captain of the Dragon’s Teeth Battle 

Group. 



By the time he was captured, the Dragon’s Teeth Battle Team had already entered a state of war 

readiness, and after Wu Zhengxiang showed up, the Dragon’s Teeth Battle Team, went into action. 

So, this mysterious number one, who finally surfaced, was Wu Zhengxiang. 

When he saw Xiang Jiefang, Ji Feng understood everything even better. 

He really didn’t expect that Wu Zhengxiang was not the flesh and blood of the Wu family’s senior, but 

the offspring of the Boundary Pontiff, who had only been adopted by the Wu family’s senior at a very 

young age. 

At the same time, Ji Feng also learned that the above had actually been prepared for a long time, and 

that this was still related to him. It was because of his suspicions, and after speaking to his young uncle, 

the truth was surmised once the information from several parties was aggregated. 

It’s just that without evidence, the top didn’t act rashly, and Wu Zhiyong’s capture became the 

breakthrough. 

“This guy Wu Zhiyong is really quite ruthless, tortured like a human being, but still managed to trick Wu 

Zhengxiang, that son of a bitch is also, actually still want the roster of that army back then ……” 

“Wu Zhiyong found it?” 

“It’s not that he found it, it’s that the old man gave it to him a long time ago, even his father doesn’t 

know about it I’m afraid.” 

“And where is he?” 

“Dead!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “After the Dragon’s Teeth Battle Team attacked in, they found that he had been 

cut off by Wu Zhengxiang, who was caught while fleeing through the secret passageway, he could never 

have imagined that the Dragon’s Teeth Battle Team had already arrived here a few days ago, and had 

placed all the suspicious locations around …… ” 

Ji Feng learned the whole story and stood there for a long time without speaking. 

Especially, when he heard on the recording, Wu Zhiyong said before he died, “My Wu family can 

produce bastards, can produce scum, but definitely will not produce traitors, definitely will not betray 

their own nation!” 

Ji Feng suddenly had a lot of thoughts! 

“This man, no matter how bad he is, is still not a man!” In the end, Ji Feng said with emotion. 

“You are the most qualified to say that!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said. 

He knew that Ji Feng had fought with Wu Zhiyong for so long, and although a deadly feud had been 

formed, there was actually respect in being treated as an opponent. 

“No. 1, have you interrogated him yet?” Ji Feng asked. 



“The interrogation has been done, but it’s not very effective.” Xiang Yongzhan said, “This man is 

extremely tenacious, drugs and torture have been used, but it’s still useless, moreover, this son of a 

bitch is obviously determined to die, in the end he was even injected with neurotoxin, but there seems 

to be a force in his body that is resisting.” 

“The neurotoxin didn’t even work?” Ji Feng asked with a frown. 

“It’s useless!” 

“Then, let me try?” 

…… 

Ji Feng met with Wu Zhengxiang, the so-called number one. 

At this moment, Wu Zhengxiang was in a comatose state, the joints of his limbs had been removed, and 

he was just lying on the bed as if he had died. 

This was partly to prevent him from committing suicide, and partly to prevent someone from the 

outside world from wanting him dead! 

A soldier gave him a shot of medicine, and a few minutes later, Wu Zhengxiang gradually woke up, his 

eyes were a bit confused, and in turn, when he saw Ji Feng, his eyes were steeped in gloom. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “From now on, I’ll interrogate you!” 

He didn’t have half a word of nonsense with Wu Zhengxiang, as he snapped his head, gradually, Wu 

Zhengxiang’s eyes became confused, but then, his face started to struggle. 

“Hmm?” 

Ji Feng frowned, “Inner strength? How strange ……” 

He was stunned to find that there was an extremely strange internal force in Wu Zhengxiang’s body that 

could counteract the effects of the neurotoxin, and he instantly understood why the military’s drugs 

didn’t work. 

However, Ji Feng smiled a little: “It seems that you have something to rely on, but I have an energy that 

can just devour that internal energy in your body!” 

In Wu Zhengxiang’s dismayed eyes, Ji Feng once again snapped his head. 

A moment later, Wu Zhengxiang’s body shook and his eyes became dazed. 

The interrogation, went on smoothly. 

When Ji Feng came out of the interrogation room, the military immediately took over Wu Zhengxiang 

and continued to interrogate him about some details, and other questions, and the main questions, Ji 

Feng had already asked them all. 

That night, the military struck thunderously, one dynasty’s nest was terminated, and a group of people 

were arrested …… 



Ji Feng, however, rushed back to Island No. 1 overnight to interrogate Wu Zhengxiang, the harvest was 

huge, but it was also necessary to grab time. 

Two days later, Ji Feng ended the special training of the battle team members and took them, to a piece 

of land to the west of Island No. 1, which was the result of the reclamation of the sea and the newest 

residence of the planned battle team. 

But no one had expected that there would be something else underneath. 

Everyone was stunned when a huge space, tens of metres high, appeared before everyone’s eyes. 

Because in that empty space, there stood one by one huge …… robots! 

“This is a …… Transformer?” 

Zhang Lei was stunned. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “You can interpret it that way, but, to be more accurate, they are …… mechs!” 

This was the strongest single weapon in the Gamma Galaxy, although, with the current technological 

level of the Tengfei Group, it was only able to make the second generation of mechs, but it was enough 

to shock everyone. 

Each mech was of different sizes, with the smallest being over ten metres tall, and the largest, perhaps 

twenty to thirty metres! 

Cold metal, with various patterns and bodies made of countless small parts, this scene had an 

unparalleled impact! 

“Here, there are a total of fifty mechs!” 

Ji Feng said, “Forty of them will stay here, waiting to participate in the war, and I will take nine of them 

with me, to carry out a mission!” 

Mecha! 

That was Ji Feng’s greatest strength! 

It was also the greatest achievement created by the collaboration of one person and one brain after 

transferring the intelligent brain out of his mind! 

There was no need to introduce how advanced these mechs were to the battle team members, they 

would only know after using them, and they, all of them, had already mastered the operation methods 

and were just waiting to be put into actual combat. 

Nine men were quickly selected! 

In fact, it was only seven, because Zhang Lei was definitely going, and there was also Yao Zhijian, who 

was so obsessed with the new weapons that he naturally wouldn’t miss such an opportunity! 

And this time Ji Feng’s target was …… Dynasty’s headquarters base! 

Ten units took to the air! 



The steel monsters installed with anti-gravity systems, as well as powered by the latest type of Ark 

reactor, disappeared into the pitch-black night in a very short time with a speed that made people 

tremble. 

…… 

In the Pacific Ocean, on an island somewhere. 

It was an island that was not shown or marked on any map, but this was an area of sea that had a 

certain fame because it was known as the second Bermuda, but all ships and planes that passed through 

this sea would lose track of it. 

Ji Feng now knows that this was all a stunt by the dynasty, in order to, well, cover up this place. 

The battle to attack the base seemed so easy with the immense power of the mechs, equipped with 

multiple weapons, unparalleled and life-devouring monsters! 

As the laser cannons fired again and again and the electromagnetic energy cannons carried out their 

blasts, the people in the base had no choice but to wait to be killed! 

And after the last round of electromagnetic waves fired in unison, the island was already silent. 

A dozen large water transports landed and began to pick up the pieces and capture the prisoners. 

Two days later. 

A dozen mechs, once again, shot up from Island One and disappeared into the night sky. 

Located on an archipelago at the edge of Kepong, there was a private island on which was the location 

of a famous group of companies in Kepong. 

After the easy attack, Ji Feng dismounted his mech and led the men, rushing into the building. 

The people in the building were already dazed and dead from the shock, but Ji Feng didn’t care about 

that, he went straight to the basement, where in one of the huge houses, there was no one, only a 

single instrument and equipment. 

Ji Feng stopped in front of a supercomputer and looked at the dusty screen, he smiled faintly, “King! We 

finally meet!” 

The emperor of the dynasty, the real boss, would actually be a supercomputer! 

Or to be more precise, king, was also an artificial intelligence program! 

 


